
＜Options＞

KG200 KG600

※The prices listed in the above table is as of June 1, 2018. These prices do not include the the consumption tax which will be charged separately.

Leakage Process with Cylinder Cabinet

This cabinet is the storage of the standard gas (eight cylinders) which can be connected to the body. 
In case of gas leakage, the sensor will react to be able to process internally up to 60L/min.
The body can be operated without the cabinet, but there will be a higher risk of explosion of the standard
gas in the room.

fixed price　￥1,250,000

Cylinder Main Cock Blocking Drive Unit 
(including one valve shutter)

fixed price ￥650,000

Valve Shutter
fixed price ￥150,000

This unit is a system to block the gas leakage of cylinder main valve in the cylinder cabinet externally. 
In the case of emergency, shut off the main cock, which is the final way.

Cylinder main cock blocking
Devices can be attached

Emergency Shut Off the Main Valve
Drive Unit VSU200 (including one valve shutter)

fixed price ￥950,000

Valve shutter
fixed price ￥150,000

This unit is a system to shut the main valve for the gas leakage at earthquake, fire, 
power failure, etc that can be occurred suddenly. 
In the case of emergency, shutting off the main cock is final way.

Rotary Cylinder Stocker RCS300 fixed price　￥498,000

This is a rotary cylinder stocker that the type of gas and the time limit can easily be identified
and confirmed.

VSU200

RCS 308

Cylinder cabinet

fixed price　￥195,000
fixed price　￥100,000
fixed price　￥  30,000
fixed price　￥150,000～

It will manage the primary side pressure.

Pressure Regulator
Pressure Regulator with Purge Kit
Purge Valve( N2 Gas is required separately.)
Primary Pressure Management System
This is primary pressure management system of standard gas. 
(This system will be sold only to customers who have promised us to have a regular inspection once a year.)

＜Options＞

Program cycle operation function

KG series dedicated booth

Gas concentration is controlled while it is being analyzed. (with dilution equipment.)
The range of automatic control is 10ppb～500ppm.

Two-component Gas Concentration Automatic Control Device
                                                                      　SO2/H2S

fixed price　￥4,500,000

Gas Concentration Automatic Control Device　Cl2

fixed price　￥3,500,000Gas Concentration Automatic Control Device　NO2

fixed price　￥3,500,000

Gas analyzer

Gas testing machine for
dilution equipment

Temperature and Humidity Program Cycle Operation Function fixed price　￥3,470,000

This function is able to control program cycle operation from 25 ℃ / 75% up to 85 ℃ / 95%. 
(Including heating during condensation specified program.)

Gas Tester (KG Series) Exclusive Usage Booth
                                           　W3,000xD2,000xH2,500mm

fixed price￥1,500,000～

In case of gas leakage, this booth prevents the leakage of gas to the outside.
(for one tester)

Remote Control Monitoring System for Gas Testing Machine fixed price　￥350,000～

This gas testing machine is connected with LAN connection, and mobile Wi-Fi so that the testing status can be
monitored on PC even if the testing site is a remote area.

10BASE-T/Erthernet

Operating status and
data collection

LAN there is no environment

LAN environment

Wi-Fi

Require additional mobile contract

Remote Monitoring Alarm System for Gas Testing Machine fixed price　￥550,000～

If a trouble occurs, this systemcan send an email to the disignated customer to inform the trouble.

1. In the case that emergency stop button is pressed.

2. In the case that the cylinder main cock is blocked.

3. In the case of water shortage of water supply
   tank, etc. (In the case of water supply tank.)

4. In the case the temperature of the test machine 
   went up abnormally high.

5. In the case that water level of the water tank gets
    the limit.(In the case of accumulating tank.)

6. In the case that the door is open.

7. In the case that the temperature set in the test  
   chamber gets abnormal.

8. In the case that the humidity set in the test 
   chamber gets abnormal.

9. Other transmission of alarm channel.

E-mail transmits 
an abnormal contents

Dilution Equipment for Gas Testing Machine fixed price　￥2,500,000
This equipment is to supply automatically the gas concentration of the standard gas up to four kinds by 
diluting at any magnification. 
As the standard specification, two channels can be preset with the optional concentration rate.
Each channel can be diluted 1 to 500 times.

Ozone Generating Unit　Ozone150 fixed price　￥950,000～

This is the generating unit for ozone test specified in the JIS standard, etc.

Addition of Mass Flow Controller Unit fixed price　￥750,000

If you use this unit with three mixed gas and four mixed gas, you are required to add this unit accordingly.
(2 channels equipped with standard.)

Sample Hanging Bar (made of heat-resistant PVC)
Sample Hanging Rod (fiberglass)
Shelf board
Shelves for heavy stuff

fixed price ￥2,000
　　　　      ￥5,000
　　　　      ￥10,000
　　　　      ￥20,000

Ozone generating unit　Ozone150

※The prices listed in the above table is as of June 1, 2018. These prices do not include the consumption tax which will be charged separately.

Factk inc.Factk inc.KG Series product price list 

Body type Humidity 
        range

Inner dimension 
  (excluding protrusions)Temperature range List price

Internal 
   capacity

Door frontage 
        dimension

KG200HT 60～90％ W490xH580xD540mm+25～+85℃ ￥11,570,000～W440xH440mm

KG200ST 60～95％ W490xH580xD540mm+25～+65℃ ￥10,750,000～
about 200L

W440xH440mm

KG600 60～95％ W790xH1,080xD710mm+25～+65℃ ￥18,000,000～about 600LW750xH940mm

※ A gas scrubber unit is required for KG600 separately.
    The price of one gas scrubber unit is ￥1,500,000. 
    An addition of one kind of gas will be ￥500,000 and four gas specification will be ￥3,000,000.


